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Abstract

Pattern-based learning processes are usually analyzed by means of probability density functions of the weights or
moments thereof. During the derivation of these equations, some averaging has to be performed. In this paper, we
will show that the manner of averaging is crucial for the results of the analysis. We will do this by comparing two
types of analysis (Langevin type and discrete-time moments) for one learning system.
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1 Introduction

Learning dynamics have been proven a valuable source of information for designing artificial neural networks [1, 2,
3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. There are two established ways for analyzing pattern-based learning dynamics. The first one is based
on methods from statistical mechanics. It is well-suited for considerations in the thermo-dynamical limit and will
not be further investigated here [1]. The second one is based on stochastic differential equations of the Master and
Fokker-Planck equation type [3]. A recently suggested alternative to this approach is best characterized as ”discrete-
time moments”, where the discrete-time evolution of weights and moments thereof are studied [9]. The latter two
approaches are well-suited for the analysis of small to medium sized networks. They are based on the formulation of
the learning process as a Markov process and permit a description of the evolution of the weights during the learning
process either as a probability density function or as moments thereof.

During the derivation of these equations, some averaging has to be performed. The standard approach for averaging
is the one corresponding to a Langevin equation [10, 11]. In this case, the averaging is performed for all relevant
parameters and these averages are then plugged into the learning equations. In order to maintain the stochastic nature
of the learning process, an additional noise term is added. This approach can be represented symbolically by the
differential equation
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where
�

denotes the weight,
	

the update function and
�

some noise.
In this paper we will show that this kind of averaging is not sufficient to describe the effects of nonlinear elements

in the learning equations. This is a very important point if training is to be explained beyond linear analysis.
In order to make our point, we will proceed as follows. At first, we will give the stochastic formulation of the

learning process and some tools for the analysis. Then an iterative system will be presented that will serve as our
demonstration object. This system will be analyzed in two different ways and the results will be compared and
discussed.

2 Incremental discrete-time learning systems

We will start from the generic incremental learning rule
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The change of the weights from time step � to � ��� is considered as a Markov process with
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Here, ��� � !#" denotes the state of the whole network at time step � where � � $&% and '(��!�) denotes the
vector of the training data with the corresponding distribution * � ' � . Therefore, the value of the transition probability+ � � �-,�.0/ � � � at � �-,�. given � � is determined by integrating across all matching values of * � ' � . For such a system,
an equation for the evolution of the expected value can be derived [9], as

E 1 ��������2 � E 3 ���54 *-, E 1 E 3 �! ��� " $/&648792;:�<=� (5)

This deterministic equation can by analyzed by means of nonlinear difference equations. A corresponding equation
for the covariance matrix can be derived be the same means. This equation (5) and the one for the covariance form
tools for analyzing the qualitative behavior of discrete time incremental learning processes. The second term on the
right hand side of equation (5) is the important one. We will show how carrying out the expectations in different ways
can have significant effects on the analysis.

3 The system
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Figure 1: Schematics of the Neural Network.

We are going to study a very reduced system. It consists of two inputs > . and >@? and one output A . The inputs are
propagated across Gaussian type nonlinearities B �DC � , weighted by

� . and
� ? and summed to yield the output A . The

functional mapping realized by this network is

A � B � > . �%� . � B � > ? �%� ?�E (6)

The nonlinearity B �GF � will be chosen as B �HC � �(�JIKC ? , which is, except for a neglected factor
��LM

in front of
C ? , a first

nonlinear approximation of NPORQTSS . The neglected factor does not influence the qualitative behavior of the system.
Our goal is to study the behavior of the expected value of the weights. In order to do so, we are going to follow

two approaches. One kind of analysis follows the Langevin type of averaging, and the other follows the discrete-
time moments approach with the full nonlinearity of the transfer functions. We will see that the results differ quite
significantly.

The network is to learn the following task: The inputs > . and >@? are independent Gaussian noise with the expected
value U �WV and the variance X ? . The target output Y is zero for all inputs. This task is not realistic at all but serves as
an instructive example. It can be considered as a model for irrelevant inputs [9]. The error signal is defined as

Z � �M � Y I A � ? � �M A ? E (7)

A gradient based learning rule yields

� �,�.[ � � �[ I]\_^ Z �^ � [ ` �(� �8M
� � �[ I]\ B � > �[ � A � E (8)
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Figure 2: Difference vector field of the two-dimensional system. Averaged across 200 runs. The arrows indicate the average
direction of movement for a given weight value.

What is the expected behavior of the weights
� . and

� ? during learning? The desired mapping of noisy inputs
to a constant value of zero can only be realized by setting both weights

� . and
� ? to zero. Other solutions are not

possible (cf. figure 2, where 200 runs of equation (8) are averaged). It can clearly be seen that the expected direction
of movement of the weights is towards the origin.

4 Langevin type analysis: results

For the Langevin type approach, equation (5) looks as follows:

E
� � �,�.�� � E ��� ��� � \�� � E ��� ��� � E � ' ��� ��� E � � � (9)

i.e., the expectation is draw into the function
	

. The noise
�

is here without loss of generality chosen as expectation
free, E � � � ��V . As a direct result we have the equations for the expected value E � � � � � U �

U �-,�.[ � U �[ I \ � U � . � U �? � ` � � � M (10)

One can show that both equations have stable fixed points at

U � . � I U �? (11)

and that the covariance at these points converges towards zero.
What does this mean? The results shown here are in direct contradiction to the expected results from the previous

section. Figure 3 shows the difference vector field for the expected values of the weights for the Langevin type of
analysis. It has not much in common with figure 2, where the averaged difference vector field of the original system is
shown.
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Figure 3: Difference vector field of the two-dimensional system. Langevin type analysis.

5 Full nonlinearity: results

If the expectations in equation (5) are carried out as accurate as possible, the following equations for the evolution of
the expected values are obtained:

U �-, .. � U � . I]\ � U � . �6� I M X ? ��� X�� �(� U �? �6� I X ? � ?�� (12)U �-, .? � U �? I]\ � U � . �6� I X ? � ? � U �? �6� I M X ? ��� X � � � (13)

One can show that, except for isolated values of X ? , this system of equations does not have any fixed point except
the origin. I.e., U��. � U �? � V is the only fixed point. The variance X ? of the input variable > . and > ? is the
crucial contribution. This variance influences the expected values of the weights due to the nonlinearity of the transfer
functions. Figure 4 show the difference vector field for the equations (12) and (13). It coincides with figure 2 quite
nicely.

6 Summary

In this paper, we have shown that the decision how to average when analyzing the learning dynamics is crucial for
obtaining convergence to the proper solution. For this, the basically linear Langevin type approach was compared
to a fully nonlinear analysis based on discrete-time moments of the weights. The expected value of the weights is
influenced by the variance of the input variables due to the nonlinearity of the transfer functions. A linear analysis is
not sufficient to explain this kind of behavior.
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Figure 4: Difference vector field of the expected value of the two-dimensional system. Full input nonlinearity.
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